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is being produced on the run by Mike Glicksohn, 141 High Park Avenue, Toronto, Ontar
io, m6p 2s3 for FAPA 161, although #160 has yet to arrive here..Like the last issue 
of this september fanzine, it represents a last-minute effort to save my membership 
as well as being the first stencil I’ve typed in numerous months. One is left to 
ponder whether such minac is really worth it but having been associated with FAPA 
for seven years — admittedly a brief relationship as far as many FAPAns are con
cerned — I’m loathe to drop out fk-om what might well be a temporary lack of time & 
enthusiasm. I suppose this is actually the fiftieth publication of the SSScotch 
Press — in seven and a half years of publishing that is definitely not too many — 
and is being hurriedly prepared in September of 1977 shortly after SUNCON, Poland’s 
gift to world conventions. The title was lettered as an attempt to excuse my watch
ing television when I had eighteen other things to do. If it seems biased to you 
blame it on the fact that Dirty Harry was also crooked.

THE SUMMER OF 77...

...was an amazingly full and frenetic, if often excessive, one filled with wine, 
women and cards. (I was never in to singing.) It really deserves a more detailed 
report and it may get one now that Derek Carter, friend, fellow exile from England 
and artist extraordinaire is moving in with me for a year and filling me with all 
sorts of fannish enthusiasm for publishing another issue of XENIUM. Besides, I did 
promise all kinds of people at Stuncon that I’d put out again — a fanzine, that 
is — and I wouldn’t want to go back on my word. But Suncon was at the end of the 
summer and was probably the low point of nine great weeks so let’s put things into 
their proper chronological order...

It all started with WILCON, the Stopas’ annual Fourth of July celebration, from



where I went to Iowa for nine delightful days during which I wrote most of the one- 
shot which comprises most of this issue. It was a quiet time of hibachis, popcorn, 
pinball and tequila and led directly into Archon, the newly revived St Louis fandom’s 
first convention. Ity memories center on the impressive twenty (or whatever) storey 
atrium and the equally impressive twenty (or whatever) hour basement poker game 
which broke up just in time to let at least this weary participant hear the banquet 
speeches.

There followed a few days oscillating between Dayton and Cincinnati and finally flak
ing the quantum leap to Detroit for the second Autoclave. Amazingly Autoclave 2 
managed to live up to the expectations of those lucky fans who’d been at the first 
gathering and provided one of the best cons of the year yet again. All-night poker 
games come to mind once more, in addition to my first auctioneering job in half a 
decade, all jumbled up in a typical hyperactive alcoholic weekend. Some day I must 
discuss the passion for poker (and its possible hereditary origins) that has formed 
a significant part of my convention activities in the last few months. Suffice it 
to say in passing that it has helped pay expenses at several cons this year and al
lowed me to indulge my desires to purchase artwork I might otherwise have had to 
pass up. (Up until Suncon, that is, but that’s another story.)

After a day and a half back in Toronto — just long enough to do my laundry and count 
the fanzines that had accumulated in the four weeks I’d been away — I headed off 
to England to see relatives and fans and re-acquaint myself with some of the things 
that England is famous for. (Guinness, rain and inflation primarily.) Despite the 
generally rotten weather, the surprisingly high prices which eroded my funds at a 
rate I’d not expected and an occasional vague feeling that I’d rather be in Florida 
I had a great time and I’m already looking forward to going back for the whole sum
mer for Britain in 79.

Certain things in England remain real bargains. Beer is 60^ more expensive than it 
was two years ago but it’s still cheap by North American standards and it’s still 
far superior to anything you can buy here. Restaurants are generally much cheaper 
than their equivalent American counterparts. London theatre isn’t exactly cheap but 
for the quality of the productions and for the stars you can see the tickets are a 
bargain. And London remains the most fascinating city to walk around that I’ve ever 
been in on the three continents I’m moderately familiar with.

I met English fans, crowded the winners of five of this year’s seven FAAN awards 
into one picture, met my new step-mother (a charming girl eight years younger than 
I am), gained ten pounds on English beer and English pub food and wrote seven Iocs 
and a fanzine review column just to keep my hand in. Some people are committed to 
fandom; others should be committed because of it.

I got to Florida only a day late thanks to the British controllers' slowdown and 
after a night spent dozing on benches in the Toronto airport. The week and a half 
in Ormond Beach with Joe and Gay Haldeman, Rusty Hevelin, Mark Moore, numerous 
visitors and bucketsful of rain was a marvellous time, bringing to mind crabs, surf, 
poker, rain, pinball, Bullshots, bookshelves, spiders, Bullfregs, and bicycles. And 
that led to Mooncon, with even more rain, much more poker, three days of Myers’ rum 
and “I’m just a craaa-zy guy", a little snorkling, even less sleep, Sloppy Joe's in 
Key West, "We made the Pidgeon run in less than fourteen miles", palmetto bugs, and, 
they tell me, good food prepared by various fans. How they found time to eat I'll 
never know.

After Mooncon came Suncon, eclipsed already by its various predecessors earlier in 
the summer. It was a badly organized con, an abysmal hotel for those unfortunate 
enough to be in the southernmost building but rescued by the good people there. Maybe 
I’ll write it up some day.

Paul Neary on the front page. Derek Carter on the last page. SSScotch Press #50



is a - gulp? - one shot produced by a wide 
eyed neophyte and a bleary eyed gafiate to 
the world of fanzine publishingo It exists 
courtesy of Stephanie Oberembt and Michael 
(hie) Glicksohn0 exuding from 706 E College 
StOfl Iowa Citye Iowa 522^0o It is publish
ed for our own amusement and edification & 
if it happens eventually to save the FA FA 
mailing requirements of one of us8 well8 so 
it goeso July 1977

irst got into fandom I made two vows o I swore never fuc? i • ;
put out a one-shotp Now that l°ve met 3essie at tne Amana Colonies

" : - County Fair and established a Meaningful Relationship, it hardly
6^ worthwhile to continue to proscribe <ane=shotso so it goes., This particui 

lar endeavor represents the first fanzine publishing attempt of my creditor & 
.^publisher Ms Oberembt and coincidentally falls on my own fiftieth fanzine 
anniversaryo It also happens to be my first collaboration with Stephanies it 
isn°t exactly what I had in mind but it,Js all that Mark Moore would allow0 
Fanzine one-shots 8 of course^ are supposed to be drunkeno At least one of us 
easily fulfills the requirements o I°ve just returned from a brief foray into 
the wilds of Iowa City nightlife and numerous shots of tequila and glasses of 
draft have amply prepared me for this tasko They have also8 he didn’t hesitate 
to add# inscribed my name into the (temporary) annals of Iowa City night life0 
If you should happen to imbibe at JoeQs Place in the immediate futureand if 
you should happen to play NIGHTRIDER in their gas© roomp the current high score 
will be courtesy of yours truly0 I just whipped the machine for seven free 
games (it°s only set up to give three) and for anyone as totally inept behind 
the flippers as I am8 such moments are to be treasured indeedo (Hi# Maddogo) I 
may even have helped two guys pick up two girls by sharing my copious free 
games with the four of themo Rock on8 baby& rook on??
But we were (according to the green type above) talking about the name of this 
cne-shoto ®0h8 ick* is the state motto of Iowao (Radar 0°Rileyfi 1977) o Just as 
the state bird is the pig and the state flower is the left-handed bindweed (hi 
here9 Flanders & SWann fanso) Iowa City — wherein I happen to be as cf now — 
^turally is shortened to I0Co And Larry Downes publishes a fanzine whose name 
s totally unimportant but which he initializes to I0Co This happens to be a 

total non sequitur but Larry loves reading his name in fanzines o The sum total 
all these karmic influences led inexorably to the title of this fanzine^ and 

now you knowo Iowa City is one of the nicest places in America that one can he0 
And here to contribute to her very first fanzine is one of the reasons Iowa City 

voted “Small Pig-Filled Town Most Likely To Secedeo* Take it awaye Stuffy00

ow what do I do? What a beginning for my first attempt at a one-shot0 Ara 
«nre this Is th* wav bftcwi? M»vhe I should to studvin#-



' ® -1 ■ uCe anil . : elded de a vne- »sho> g - i* 0i-.<:3 v
been the tw screwdrivers I Siad last nightc So here I am wondering wha; 

the hell I am doing and what I should wfiteo Maybe the beginning aculei bt 
the best,, Hike had told me a few weeks ago that he was planning mi visitor 
me but he never told me if he was positively comingo So I tried calling- thv 
Stopa°s but he was either playing poker or lying comatose on their floor,. 
Tuesday I got a short call from him telling me that he9d be in on the bus 
sometime that day0 But did he tell me when? No<> Fortunately# depending cn 
how smmdly you sleepy the bus runs right by my apartment and itBs a mere 
three block walk to the bus depoto I sat near the window reading my Anthro
pology book and every time I heard a bus go by I°d run down to the depoto 
Needless to say this got very tiresome and by 12:30 and six busses I was 
less willing to venture fortho A bus went byo I knew that if I didn°t go 
down and meet it then Mike would be on that one0 I righto

. ING TrEHE VjASK T HALi** THE EHL. r • *<t ~r~ ucn«~ ■ im— i jh. —■ hbxu* *rw«CAi arMnecei0sk—ratVaa—awMaKarvi'

For a neophyte who claims not to know what to write about my co-writer ha;? 
uncanny knowledge of my thoughts and a unique ability to act as straight 
for my contributions^ Having established the where of this one-sho^ (and i 
why being self-evident)# the how seemed to be the next topic to consider 
Stephanie has introduced it surpassingly wello
Iowa City is one of the most delightful towns I°ve ever spent tims ino Thh? 
relates in part to the nice people who happen to have lived here in the pas 
.^me of whom are still happen t© dwell in the environs 0 and in part to the 
atmosphere of a very enjoyable small American college t©wn0 Sc a visit to 
IcCog pinball heaven of the midwest# is automatically a happy event regard-'.

the activities that precede it0 By a not-too-remarkable coincidence9 Xi >*- 
ever. getting to Iowa this particular time around iiwlved some of the t 
enjoyable activities I°ve been a part of since last year°s WI.LCONS
For something like seventeen years now# Jon & Joni Stops have hosted a 
of July party at their almost-quiescent ski lodgeo (The fancy restaurant 
ates all year mdj If yOu happen to be among the lucky four score# you r> 
invited to what is undoubtedly the best five-day painty in th® entire Amri:^: 
continent0 For nefar&csM reasons I no longer care to contemplated I was 
come at WILCON 77c And despite a certain parting of the ways that occurred 
Wilmot .Mountain# WILCON was a welcome addition to my calender of 1977 far^’ 
events o
Ifld “be hard-pressed to describe the 1977 WILCONo Primarily because I don°t 
^membez a lot of its ang Ben Zuhl haan°t written up the rest yet so I can 
r•ra&ember® the party* I know I spent seventy-eight of the first eighty-one 
hours I was there awato# mostly playing high n low stages poker# but adding 
in enough things to make it one of th® most enjoyable (and profitable) e~r:i 
hav^ beSn to in some timeo (Hi# Jo@lo) We played poker# for pennies and U. 
dollar MUs# frisbeep Boticelli# baokgammone sex# and just about anythin 
else two fans think of in a cm situation^ ■

made it clear that 1 v

AfWi*.1 t ui and a half days of# almost literally# non-stop partying# 1 got 
ridi to Chicago swpped • for a couple of hours of fannlsh
‘^^•w -nd and Linda# mostly about what a loooong w ^?CK2N ’^r 

< cen days between eons seemed most -anfaw, then
.n® lovdv Ms 0 to the contrary# I thought I maae it c^ear the^ 1 .s
-' i* t© vis^-^ (surely having them install a chair with siy name Iu 
the night bos? (There's cnly one late night bus from Chicago so she really

in on



dldn'‘t have to meet all those other busses

Is how this whole thing came about, I sup® 
poseo
All typoes, double strikes 
defects in printing 
were inserted in accordant withiltftaMMho to 
national Conventions of the PresidiueOf5
Oneshot Publishers (POOP) so this is 4Ui
Official Drunken Oneshoto None of your 
amateurish slipshod production methods 
around here2 Say something, co®edooo
Alright Michael© I’ll admit that I didn’t have to meet all those busses but 
have you ever known a bus to be on time. For instance, Mike’s bus was fourty 
minutes early whereas Larry Downes bus was about thirty minutes late and 
both of them were supposed to have arrived at Is35 a©mo
So the first words of greeting from Mike was, "Where°s the nearest open 
pinball parlour?" And he wondered why he0s sleeping on the couch©

7 ING FOR GODOWNES
Lies, of course, all lies© But once again it leads into what I was about to 
say so we can let it stando
Having spent my first day back here reacquainting myself with my favorite bars 
and pinball machines I got to spend a considerable amount of time hanging 
around the bus station waiting for everyone’s favorite obscure would®be writer 
Larry C Downes©
On the chance that Larry’s bus would arrive early as mine had the night before 
(and not wishing to have the poor dear wandering lost and forlorn through the 
streets of Iowa City fair game for every loose moral degenerate in town©©©for 
their protections of course) we went early to the bus station© About an hour 
early, if you must know©
Now Iowa City is a pretty active college town and this was also Freshman 
Orientation Week so there was a lot of activity in the downtown area, even at 
half past midnight© Unfortunately the bus station is a few blocks away from 
the downtown area and it was about as active as Bill Bowers o The two of us 
sat there falling asleep, desperately trying to convince ourselves that Larry 
was worth another five minutes waiting© (I’d had maybe eighteen hours sleep 
in five days? Steph had stayed up to meet me and then gotten up six hours 
later for her morning classo We were a classic study in existentialism, alone 
in a deserted bus station both too weary to even manufacture a coherent 
thought let alone retain it©) Eventually, after over an hour watching the odd 
courtship rituals of the circling taxis, we gave up on The New David Gerrold 
and started wandering back towards Steph’s small apartment, several blocks 
away© Naturally we were only half a block from it when the bus came thundering 
past so we retraced our not®quite=>s o® weary steps and half-way back to the depoi 
met up with Laughing Boy himself, actually following Steph’s directions cor
rectly and walking up the proper street o
Larry’s presence added considerably to the next couple of days© He taught 
Stenh how to be °in" in Michigan fandom, bewitched, bothered and bewildered
pinball and glasses of beverage with meo And he was tneie wnen



.rk ^id nia&e me a legend to three f^stwri

KNIEVEL is a new machine with plenty of flags to hit. things to knock 
down and ways to score points and bonuses,, Wead been playing it for some time 
when I finally managed to light up all five letters of S*U*PoEaR* and all five 
of CoYoCoLoEo as well as getting all the side flags down several times* When 
the ball finally went out of play there was an amazingly loud sound like a 
burst of machine gun fire and ten freegaaes went up on the counter* The three 
guys on the machine next to us did d bet of double takes, swore loudly
and stared at me with something like biOddshot little eyes* It
was a moment to savour***and I’m there to see itsto ombt z
And now here°s the C*Do Doyle of her generation*** r: . -k •
Each year hundreds of perspective frosh make their way from Swisher5 Zwingle, 
and other far away and exotic places such as Oak Park, Michigan* Now if their 
tanned youthful bodies, fashionable clothes* parents tagging behind * and 
wide eyes (as apposed to the typical college students bleary ones from too 
much studying* dope* drinking, sex, and too little sleep ) weren®t enough to 
give them away Freshman Orientation gives them little packets to carry* 
Now the first thing that Mark Moore and I stressed to Larry was that he 
should never be caoght in public with his packet if he didn°t want to be 
instantly labelled a Frosh* Also I advised him as to which of his sessions 
were worthless so that he would have more time to spend with Mike and I* 
So we sat in the Airliner watching people go by8 drinking* playing pinball* 
drinking* playing more pinball* In all, more interesting and a better 
orientation to college life than wThe Freshman Simulation Game** 
0h8 Stephanie* thaVs soSartre*Oo
Eventually Larry had to leave, somehow considering lunch with a tall slim 
Hungarian more enjoyable than martinis with a short pudgy Canadian* I took 
him to the bus depot at six in the morning while Steph did a brilliant imita
tion of a mole* complete with sad little mewling sounds* Once again two of 
us sat and waited for the Titanic of modern mass transportation to arrive*
But at least this time we got to watch 
the odd denizens of Iowa City assent 
bling for the exodus* I was surprised 
at the number of people willing to 
leave this charming town at such an 
ungodly hour* up until six
is in keeping witn tKe good life; get", 
ting up at six was invented by the 
?ame maniac who thought up B1& Macs, 
vaginal deodorants and lima beans*) 
1 also noticed that while Iowa City 
is seemingly filled with attractive 
young people of both sexes none of 
them either arrive or leave on busses 
to and from Chicago* So it goes* So 
Larry went* Life goes on* Right, Steph?

Right Mikle*
up 
sleep

Unlike some people I have to get 
early and go to class Instead of 
Slaving the luxury of a few hours 
Who cares that this was a Saturday 
morning and therefore I had no real 
jxcuse* After only two hours sleep 

not I hadn't said,"Larry Downes? 
;s he here?" Besides in their oonal'-

/GO5H! wow'
MV PIR5T
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■ ' [ . t; -,f r r r cl; j not

except for the fact that I*m short and young and Bill is tall and decrepit*) 
■ La.^ry^ gone I would base to say that I miss him* (But never till

1 i: I'm glad that hecs going to be here in Iowa. this fall, Welcome
crvaf. Larry Downes?

hb^s Mike Glicksohr wonfit mention^ baking chocolate chin cookies* tn® 
ly^pir Uose Licking Competition y decent Stephanie cooked meals v visiting 
de neighborsp and. following me around the hospital while I tried to get 
i> ; suitera$ wart frozen off with liquid nitrogen*

he'll probably say he was going to mention them in passing* That6s so 
.,uel Glicks ohm

•*■ .. "hat little fifth columnist from Michigan indoctrinated hex'- too well?
.t T&pperu* I°d have gotten to all those things In this very sections Iowa 

' -g .. Why I Love It* Why I°d Leave It and What I Did On My Summer Vacation*
e ;$ I11 ve made half a dozen visits here and from the very first day I9ve 

d • great fondness for the place* Hext to London,. England it has about the 
/ est density of good drinking places that I°ve ever encountered* and it 

J ^nitely has the greatest number of good* active pinball machines (even if 
do only give three balls a gamed Add in about the largest percentage of 

tractive people of any town I know (male and female* it doesn'Jt make any 
ITerence to me since I8m only looking anyway) and Iowa City is a great place 

vend a week”s vacation* Even without the Haldemans* (Or* in the case of my 
k.nedy a certain largish gentleman now in Florida whom she misses several

a day* Ittts a good thing my ego has been pickled in alcohol and preserved 
•r empty Chivas bottle on Derek Carter9s back porch*)

; even the Garden of Eden hai an iguana in disguise 
been unaware of the weaknesses of this fair town© 

t . (state run) liquor stores are located at opposite

to spoil it ana I^ve 
For example* the only 
ends of the town way 
out in the boonies* For 
someone without a car 
anti with a fondness for 
the grape this can be a 
serious problem* Luckily 
lots of nlc^ locals do 
have cars * though 9 s o 
this barrier Is at least 
a surmountable one*
This visit has brought 
home a couple of addi« 
t i onal we ?.knes s es y t ho ® r 
which have seriously 
lowered the town in my 
’rheumy bloodshot eyes' 
(Joe Haldeman« 1976<>)
Iowa bars are not open 
or. Sundays.] I find this 
incredible in a college 
town* Restaurants serve 
drinks but the bars* the 
pieces that all the stu* 
dents frequent all week 



m. .x. w .2 adv; ce* It^s a <;hood ling -'.hat when god .invented Iowa he also 
rented Spayed Gerbils oo^O”’ Spayed Jigs as they are known locslly*’

□peaking of Spayed Ger! Ils and who isn°t nowadays — the Iowa bars have 
lever heard of Camparis Never heard of Campari^ Can you imagine such isola» 

’ ’on from the mainstream of modem western civilization? Luckily the state 
liquor store, when you can finally get there9 stocks the ambrosia, albeit at 
& dollar sixty a bottle more than I paid for it in Chicago but price is no 

»b ect to a true connaisseur and Inve enjoyed Spayed Gerbils for the last 
;r uiky the last one coming down the pike just a few minutes ago* Tomorrow 
vt.icre ”s a SFLIS meeting,, though,, and several SFLIS people have cars so mayb; 
t can talk someone into making a restocking run* Otherwise the drive to St 
Louis on Friday for ARCHON will be a dry one indeed*
Was there anything you wanted to say8 Little One000?

r. really* I don’t know about these one-shots* Now I can see why Bill Bcm 
never publishes* Maybe I°ll give this all up and try to be the Gay Haldemai 

" my generation instead*
i n go along with that* There can°t be too many Gay Haldemans in this worl. 
and Iowa City needs a replacement now*
a*;xayP despite those two minor drawbacks the days have passed in quiet ar. 

; iceful enjoyment 0. It!’s been above ninety degreees every day0 so there is 
dering the streets in just shorts trying vainly to catch up with the tan 

will bring back from Florida* There are numerous visits to numerous ba 
’'or numerous beers 9 martinis f shots of tequila^ and„ of course t dozens upon 
:oz/>ns of pinball games9 occasionally successful ones* There are fine fati 
u g ineals cooked superbly by Steph on the grill and augmented by excellent

t Lads* There were chocolate chip cookies9 milkshakes at Pearsons B STAR 
card gamese Spayed Gerbils* grocery buying expeditions P and* of course* th* 
sudatory Visit To The Emergency Ward which Steph can write up when she st- ts 
:er own fanzine^ All-in-all it°s been a damn fine way to spend a weekoocan<’ 

.< f ium falling behind on my fannish loccing obligation^ well /jfl/X/X// so 1' 
, mjs & I guess*

\ mentioned earlier9 this is Steph°s first attempt at a fanzine and repre- 
•-nts what would have beenf had it been published on my own mimeo^ SSScotch 

•’r^ss Publication #50* As it is B it°s being forced out through the AB Dick 
LLcto machines of the Iowa Students0 Unionp and they were used by Noah to 
; /ertlse oositions on the Ark* Iave run off the first three pages0 overs;
-s the indifferent lack of knowledge of. the receptionists and the reear: . 
ut spitefulness of the machines but it has to be a somewhat one-sided

. ^ ire it appears* So it goes o
iphl^ embellishments to this term paper for Fannishness 101 were unabr^r 

- 1” stolen from some friends” fanzines e traced and stencilled by Stfpb-r : 
Ji.-rembt with captions modified by that same young lady* If you don't tel;

neither will we9 okay?
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